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CAMPUS

UM to host basketball conference tournaments
Austin Green

Montana Kaimin

Samuel Wilson/ Montana Kaimin
University of Montana guard Kareem Jamar cuts the net after the Grizzlies’ 63-50 victory over NAU on Saturday in Dahlberg Arena. The win crowned
the Griz as the 2013 Big Sky Conference regular season champions and the team will host the BSC Tournament this week.
CAMPUS

The University of Montana
men’s and women’s basketball
teams will host their conference tournaments at Dahlberg
Arena this week.
Fourteen teams from the
Big Sky Conference will be
in Missoula for the tournaments, which open with firstround games Wednesday and
Thursday. The semifinals are
slated for Friday, and both
championship games will be
played Saturday evening. The
men’s championship game
will be broadcast nationally
on ESPNUv.
The Griz and Lady Griz
will play their first games Friday. Both teams earned automatic bids to the semifinals by
finishing on top of the regular
season conference standings.
The men and women will
each face the lowest seed remaining after the first round.
UM athletic director Kent
Haslam said the teams’ regular season efforts provide
See TOURNAMENTS, page 6

TRACK & FIELD

Recovering, reusing, repurposing Emry finishes12th in
Group gathers leftovers for Missoula Food Bank nation for heptathlon
Stephanie Parker
for the Montana Kaimin
Lift corner of plastic, microwave
on high for 5-7 minutes or preheat
oven to 350 degrees, remove plastic
— bake 35-40 minutes. These are
the instructions printed on the label
of Food Circle’s pre-packaged, preportioned, prepared entrees. Not
unlike a Lean Cuisine or a Stouffer’s
dinner, these meals come in cardboard boxes with plastic on top. But
the food inside comes from some of
Missoula’s restaurants, caterers and
the University of Montana.
“Think of it like you had a party
and not everyone ate the food and
you put it in your refrigerator and
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had leftovers,” said Gregg Ascuitto,
the Food Recovery Assistant for
Food Circle. “That’s kind of like
what it is.”
Food Circle is Missoula Food
Bank’s food recovery program. Every day, Missoula’s businesses and
institutions have more prepared
food than they can sell. In lieu of
trashing it, they donate it. In 2011,
Food Circle’s donors provided over
56,000 pounds of food.
UM is Food Circle’s second biggest donor, after Le Petit Outre
bakery. Ascuitto picks up from
catering services and the UC food
court, which are housed in the same
building, as well as the Food Zoo.
Depending on the day, he can walk

away with a good haul.
“I never really know how much
I’m going to get from dining — usually four to ten trays.”
UM has been a part of Food
Circle for more than ten years. The
situation is mutually beneficial for
the institutions: The Food Bank gets
more food than their clients can
choose from, and the University has
an outlet for their excess.
“The Food Circle is great,” said
Ian Finch, UM’s Farm-to-College
coordinator. “They’re super friendly, they make it really easy.”
“It’s good for them, they can get
the tax deduction, keep it out of the
See FOOD CIRCLE, page 5

Austin Schempp
Montana Kaimin
Austin Emry’s season ended
Friday, but not before he earned AllAmerica status.
Competing in the NCAA Indoor Track and Field Nationals in
Fayetteville, Ark., March 8-9, Emry
earned second team All-America
honors after finishing 12th in the
heptathlon, posting 5,486 points.
He said the meet and chance to
compete with the nation’s best was
unforgettable.
“The experience was something
that a lot of athletes dream of,”
he said. “It was everything that I
hoped it was.”
Last year, the Homedale, Idaho,
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native watched the NCAA Track
and Field Indoor Nationals from
Boise State University. This year,
the 6-foot junior proved he could be
there, too, qualifying for nationals
with one of the top 16 times in the
nation.
Emry’s score at NCAA Nationals came 137 points off of his season
best, set Dec. 7 at the Candy Cane
Invitational. During that meet,
Emry broke Montana’s school record in the heptathlon.
After the first day of events in
Arkansas, which included the 60meters, long jump, shot put and
high jump, Emry found himself in
seventh place.
See EMRY, page 7
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BRO APPÉTIT
#MAIL

U SAY
IN THE

By Callan Berry
Chillbro Swaggins! In the last few months you’ve all sent me quite a bit
of bro mail! Broil! Brail — no, no. Let’s just move on. I’m gonna treat you all
and read some of my favorites.
“Welcome to college, your little jokes aren’t funny, time to grow up.”
Yes, obviously college is the epitome of cultural achievement, and all that
drinking, partying and butt-chugging is something my childish mind is
imagining. Thank you for enlightening me, and for messaging me straight
on Facebook. That’s not a breach of personal space at all. (Brotip: I put my
email at the bottom of these for a reason. Double Brotip: If you Facebook me,
I can see where you work. And your sandwiches suck.)
“No matter what that wine joke was about, it’s still horrifying. Guys
that drink wine to try and impress girls are lying scumbags.”
You’re right. Good to know that when I shower, shave, put on clothes,
brush my teeth or do anything else in attempt to impress others and present
myself as something beyond the bare essence of what nature gave me, I am
a horrible monster that’s looking for nothing more than seeding the dark
end of the modern age and viciously beating a bag full of kittens to death
in my spare time. If you spend all of your time trying to find something to
be offended by, you’re gonna miss the things that are truly offensive. Like
slavery. Or what I just said about the kittens. Or library bathrooms.
“F— you and your s— column, you should get the s— kicked out of
you, ‘bro.’”
COME AT ME BRO! I’ll blow your mind! I’ll blow you like you’re piping
hot maca-broni and cheese! (Also, take a look at thesaurus.com. The Eskimos have a thousand words for s—.)
“I appreciated it a lot more when you hated bros. Now it seems as if
your fiery disposition towards them has cooled considerably. Take my
advice and humbly return to your roots, making fun of those douchebags.”
Who talks like this? Hey Brosetta Stone, take my advice. Get off thesaurus.com, and go screw yourself. I don’t just hate bros. Everybody sucks.
Yeah, we bros can be a pretty screwed up bunch of people that do awful
things, and we don’t get to slide for that. We’ll steal your money at a house
party when we say we’re getting more beer. We’ll take racquetball way too
seriously. We will try to fight you if you ask us what’s the point of those
seemingly useless stickers on our hats. I get it. We aren’t a very redeemable
people. But you know what? At least bros don’t get uppity, attempt to seem
smarter than they are and hand out “advice” like they are the goddamn
advice tree (which doesn’t exist — I checked). Say what you will, but I’ll take
a bro over all the pseudo-intellectuals without-a-cause that permeate every
corner of this town, brah.
“YOLO, that’s the number one rule.”
… Is that you, God?
callan.berry@umontana.edu
@callanbeckberry

GOT NEWS?

We’ve got news for you. Please send any news tips, ideas
and press releases to EDITOR@MONTANAKAIMIN.COM.

The Montana Kaimin, in its 115th
year, is published by the students of
the University of Montana, Missoula.
The UM School of Journalism uses
the Montana Kaimin for practice
courses but assumes no control
over policy or content.
The Montana Kaimin is printed on
campus by Printing and Graphics.
Send letters to the editor to
editor@montanakaimin.com.
Editorials are discussed and written
by Kaimin editors.

Are you excited about the Big Sky
Conference Tournaments?

UC

Emily Kaplan

Chris Alfiero

“I’m not too excited because I
don’t pay too much attention
to basketball, but I think it’s
really fun for those students
who are interested in it.”

“Honestly, I haven’t been
paying that much attention.
It’s pretty exciting though.
It’s the best they’ve done in
a while.”

Undecided

M

any people in Missoula
love Griz football. Most
of these same people
also think sexual assault is disgusting, terrifying, and confusing. Before last week, being a Griz
fan against sexual assault wasn’t
controversial. Now, it seems like
party lines have been drawn between the two, and anyone straddling the line has to pick a side.
Less than a week after Jordan
Johnson’s trial ended, Missoula
shook as the divide between those
who are pro-Griz and those who
are anti-sexual assault began to
tear wide open. In a matter of
hours following the not guilty
verdict, a Facebook group called
“We are ALL Jane Doe” gathered
several hundred fans. Soon after,
a Jordan Johnson fan page went
viral, gaining more than 1,500
“likes” in 36 hours, with one of the
moderators of the page posting,
“Thanks for all the support. We
are all Jordan Johnson.”
What if, instead of allowing
rape to divide us as a city, we took
action together? How profound
would it have been if the Griz
football team had made a unified
presence at the 1,000 Flowers event
last week to honor their mothers,
sisters and girlfriends? How noble

Rylie Moore
Marketing

Chemisty

“I’m very excited about it.
We get to put our name out
there ... confidence boost
for both students and the
athletic department.”

EDITORIAL
We are all Griz

would it have been if the event organizers had embraced them?
The truth is, one-in-five women
will be sexually assaulted. Onein-five. Twenty percent. This is a
pandemic and it affects everyone
because these women are our
friends, family, and community
leaders. They are Griz players and
fans, too. If an astronomical 20 percent of women in our country were
unemployed, politicians would be
passing bills left and right to lower it. If 20 percent of women were
murdered in this country, there
would be rallies in the streets to stop
the violence. But for sexual assault,
we have very strange reactions.
We often call these women liars,
sluts, jersey-chasers, bitter women
scorned by the men they wanted. If
they had a drink, we say they asked
to be raped by putting themselves
in dangerous situations. If they
weren’t virgins before the rape, then
they led their assailant on and were
just promiscuous whores.
Rape is not something we
discuss over our dinner table at

night, so it takes a very long time
for the science behind rape to permeate our culture. As citizens, we
need to educate ourselves about
rape and rape victims. It should
be common knowledge that rape
victims sometimes act in contradictory ways, most know their
assailant quite well, and most (88
percent) never see their assailant
convicted.
We should understand that the
pain of rape is rarely resolved in
a courtroom, and rather must be
soothed in a unified community.
As a city, we need to say that
we will not tolerate violence
against women from anyone, anytime. Taking a stand doesn’t have
to mean choosing a side. We need
to stop shaming accusers and condemning the accused before we
even know their stories.
We love Griz football, and we
will never turn a blind eye to sexual assault.
editor@montanakaimin.com
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POLICE BLOTTER
Ashley Nerbovig
Montana Kaimin

Thursday, March 7
NOISY KNOWLEDGE
A group of students were being too noisy outside of the Forestry Building and were disturbing
classes. University Police went
out to investigate and decided the
noise was not unreasonable. The
students were allowed to continue
their class outside.

BOILING ALARM
A burglar alarm went off inside the administration building
at The Missoula College. When
University Police went to investigate, it was discovered to be a
boiler alarm. Montana Security
was alerted.

WRITINGS ON THE WALL
A custodian called University

Police to take pictures of some
graffiti in a men’s bathroom. University Police were not available
and said they would check it out
after the basketball game. By the
time officers arrived however, the
graffiti had already been cleaned
off.

Friday, March 8
SIGN SPOTTED
University Police officers retrieved a stolen sign after seeing
it inside a residence hall room
window. The officer returned
the sign to its rightful owner.

Saturday, March 9
THE BEST STORY YOU WILL
EVER READ
An intoxicated female was
discovered inside one of the residence halls wearing nothing but
her bra and panties. The female
was asked for her ID but could
not produce it. University Police

officers were called in to ID her
and escorted her to her grandparents’ house. Not being able to gain
entry through her grandparents’
window, the female scaled the
side of the house. A slat on the side
of the house broke, and the female
fell off, but tried again, and was
able to enter through an upper
window.

Sunday, March 10
BULGING BONG
Two male residents were
caught with a bong inside an
elevator in one of the residence
halls. The students were returning with the bong underneath
one of their sweatshirts when
a female RA noticed the bulge.
The RA requested the males
come to her room and wait for
University Police. The situation
is being handled through the
Student Conduct code.
ashley.nerbovig@umontana.edu
@nerb11

NEWS
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GUEST COLUMN

Lucy France, UM Legal Counsel

What is UM doing in response to reports of sexual violence?
We listen: Members of our community have expressed confusion, pain
and anger in response to reports of sexual violence. At UM, we will continue to encourage healthy dialogue. The voices of all members of the community contribute to more effective responses and prevention efforts. As we
continue the dialogue, let’s remember that threats or personal attacks are
ignorant and useless and have no place in the conversation.
We partner and educate: Last summer, UM joined the city of Missoula
in the “It’s Your Call 911: Missoula 911” campaign. The result was that more
members of the community, including students, received accurate information about getting help and reporting domestic and sexual violence. A
shout-out needs to go to the bystander intervention efforts of Make Your
Move Missoula. On campus, check out the Men of Strength Group, as well
as the amazing proactive educational efforts of the Health Enhancement
and Student Assault Resource Center folks in Curry Health Center.
You have already seen the ramped up education at UM, including the
online tutorial for students known as PETSA. Soon you will see similar online tutorials for UM employees. Information for students and employees
about all forms of sexual misconduct and how it affects the educational and
work environment is an important part of both prevention and response
efforts. Students and employees also must learn where and how to report
sexual misconduct involving students and employees.
We encourage reporting: Ironically, if UM’s statistics show an increase
in reports of sexual violence, we are doing a better job. We cannot help survivors of sexual violence if we do not know they exist. Survivors have options about where to report. They also maintain control over the nature of
response. They may report to law enforcement and ask for information, or
they may ask for criminal action to be taken against an offender.
Whether or not a report is made to law enforcement, student or employee
survivors might be affected in their work, learning or living environment.
The place to address this problem is the University Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action/Title IX office. The office will provide information about
options for criminal reporting as well as community and campus advocacy
and support services. The office will help an individual who claims to have
been subjected to sexual violence obtain interim measures so she or he can
continue to study or work. If a survivor wants the University to take action
against an alleged perpetrator, that person may ask for an investigation by
the office. Campus investigations are not criminal investigations. Sanctions
imposed against perpetrators by campus will follow applicable campus
procedures. For students, sanctions will be determined under the Student
Conduct Code. For employees, department procedures or applicable collective bargaining agreements will guide the imposition of sanctions.
To help ensure that UM appropriately responds to sexual violence involving students, campus policy requires employees who have knowledge
of sexual misconduct involving students to report such information to the
EO/AA/Title IX Office. Although names are not required, limited information inhibits effective response. Reporting helps ensure that victims get the
help they need; efforts are made to identify repeat offenders; prevention efforts are focused and effective; and survivors have the opportunity to ask
for and receive a work and educational environment free from continuing
sexual misconduct.
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Burgess won the event three
years in a row from 2009-2011,
giving Missoula a five-year winning streak.

LAST BEST POT REFORM
BILL UP FOR A VOTE

Bjorn Bergeson

MISSOULA FIREFIGHTERS
WIN SEATTLE STAIRCLIMB
COMPETITION

Montana Kaimin

GREAT FALLS PLANNING
PHONE APP TO PAY PARKING
The City of Great Falls is
planning a pilot program that
eliminates the need for coins
and allow users to pay for their
parking with a phone app. The
app, Passport Parking, will also
send a text to users notifying
them 15 minutes before meter
time expires. Meter-fees will
still be 50 cents an hour. With
use of the app, there will be a
25-cent service fee.

Three Missoula firefighters
took the top three spots in the
22nd annual Scott Firefighter
Stairclimb competition in Seattle. Andrew Drobeck, representing the Missoula City Fire
Department, won the event for
the second year in a row. He
climbed 69 flights wearing 50
pounds of equipment in 10:48.
Kory Burgess from the Missoula Rural Fire department came in
second with a time of 11:02, while
Benjamin Brunsvold, also of the
Missoula City Fire Department,
finished third with 11:44.

Senate Bill 337, sponsored by
Senator Dave Wanzenried, D – Missoula, aims to reverse some of the
restrictions on medical marijuana in
the state. The bill faces a legislature
that has killed six similar bills since
the law went into effect in 2011.
The new law would allow physicians to recommend pot to patients,
and loosen the ban on smoking pot
in public.

LAWMAKERS OK BYOB
The Montana House rejected
House BIll 405, a bill that would
have made it illegal to bring beer
or wine into restaurants that do
not have a license to serve. Some
restaurants offer BYOB as an
alternative to buying a license.
Opponents of the measure said
it would hurt small business and
cost taxpayers $50,000 to enforce.

EX-GOVERNOR FILES TO
TAKEOVER STILLWATER
MINING CO.
Former Gov. Brian Schweitzer and the Clinton Group
hedge fund have filed a no-

tice to federal regulators saying they want to take over
Stillwater Mining Co. on the
grounds that the company is
mismanaged. Stillwater Mining Co. operates platinum and
palladium mines in Montana.
The company has also invested heavily in Canada and Argentina.

XANTERRA KEEPS
YELLOWSTONE CONTRACT
Xanterra Parks & Resorts,
the company that provides
food, lodging and other services for Yellowstone National Park, will keep its contracts
with the park for another 20
years.
The contract requires Xanterra to make a $134 million
investment in improving the
park, including renovation of
the Lake Yellowstone Hotel
and the Fishing Bridge RV
Park.

MONTANA CONSIDERS
TASK FORCE TO PREVENT
MILITARY CUTS
The state legislature is reviewing a bill that will create a task force
aimed at preventing $3.6 million in
budget cuts to the military in Montana.

Rep. Roger Hagan, R-Great
Falls, is sponsoring House Bill 579.
The bill would start a task force designed to examine retaining military missions in Montana.
The bill is a response to the automatic budget cuts that went into
effect nationwide on March 1.
Hagan’s bill says other states
have already started their own task
forces, and that Montana’s military
funding could be hurt unless the
state follows suit.

BOARD OF REGENTS AGREES
TO TUITION FREEZE
The Board of Regents will agree
to a tuition freeze if the 2013 legislature agrees to put up enough money to cover pay raises for employees
and match inflation for the next two
years.
The tuition freeze is one part of
an agreement that would also allow
the regents to begin performance
funding, a system that gives the
regents the ability to pay out more
money to campuses with higher
graduation rates. The current funding agreement is based on student
numbers.
The regents voted unanimously
for the measure.
Further work to develop standards for performance funding begins in April.

bjorn.bergeson@umontana.edu
@bjornbergson

Return of the referendums?

GOP lawmakers aim to take legislation straight to voters

Amy R. Sisk
Community News Service
HELENA – When voters
went to the polls last November, they noticed several measures they do not typically
see.
The three referendums on
the ballot came directly from
the 2011 Legislature, and lawmakers aim to do more of the
same in 2014.
They are running up
against a deadline next week
to propose referendum bills.
So far, Republicans have made
at least 15 requests on topics
ranging from property taxes
to sex education.
“It is a good way to have
people engaged with the legislative process,” said Rep.
Keith Regier, R-Kalispell. “I
think it gives them an idea of
what goes on here.”
The referendum requests
come from Republicans eager
to see certain ideas become
law. Some Democrats on the
other hand view the referendum process as a way to shift
the duties of elected officials

to the public and undermine
the government’s system of
checks and balances.
Like initiatives, referendums are a way for the public to approve a law. Whereas
initiatives originate with the
public and require a certain
number of signatures to reach
the ballot, referendums begin
in the Legislature. A lawmaker can propose a referendum
and, assuming it garners a
simple majority vote in both
the House and Senate, it goes
straight to the ballot.
Regier is the sponsor of
a bill and an identical referendum measure that would
criminalize assaults resulting in the death of an unborn
child. He and other lawmakers drafting bills intended for
a public vote say the Legislature must rank those measures and be careful not to
send too many bills to the ballot.
Prior to the 2012 election,
lawmakers sent only one referendum to the ballot in a 10year span.

The 2011 Legislature referred five Republican-backed
proposals to the ballot, although two never made it
because courts blocked them
before the election. In the end,
the public voted all three referendums into law.
“There was a clear strategy
to try to circumvent the governor’s veto, and I expect to
see that strategy replayed this
session,” said House Minority
Leader Chuck Hunter, D-Helena.
He added that the influx of
referendums on the 2012 ballot stemmed from heightened
tensions between the parties.
Rep. Jerry Bennett, R-Libby, sponsored a referendum
during the previous legislative session that required doctors to notify the parents of
girls younger than 16 before
they had an abortion.
He said he believed most
Montanans agreed with that
idea, even though the governor vetoed an identical bill to
create the law. The ballot measure passed with 71 percent of

the vote.
This session, Bennett is
sponsoring House Bill 391 to
take the 2012 referendum one
step further by requiring parental consent for a minor to
have an abortion. He has also
drafted an identical referendum measure.
“I’m not going to make any
decision until I see what the
governor does,” Bennett said
in reference to the likelihood
he will pursue the referendum. “I don’t want to take
that opportunity away from
him to make that decision.”
Lindsay Love, a lobbyist
for Planned Parenthood Advocates of Montana, said she
feels lawmakers this session
are singling out reproductive
issues in the referendum process.
Her organization testified
against Bennett’s and Regier’s
bills, as well as one that would
require parental consent for a
child to take sex education in
school. All three of those bills
have accompanying referendum measures.

“We elect legislators for a
reason — to do the people’s
business during our legislation sessions and not to punt
every single issue to the ballot,” Love said.
She added that she considers the measures a waste of
taxpayer dollars, especially if
they are struck down in court.
Bennett said that despite a
note attached to his bill that
raises questions about its legality, there is no definitive
ruling on the issue and a court
could choose to uphold it.
As for the future of ballot
measures, Bennett said it will
depend on the will of that
particular legislative body.
Hunter said he would not
be surprised if Republicans
continue to use the referendum process, but he also acknowledged that political
strategies change over time.
“As long as there is success
with this method, it is likely
to be replicated,” he said.
amy.sisk@umontana.edu
@amyrsisk
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FOOD CIRCLE
From page 1
landfill,” said James Dodge, Food
Circle’s director.
The food that the Food Circle
gets from UM includes french fries,
roasted chicken and pizza. This
food is mixed with leftovers they
get from other donors, like China Buffet and Pizza Hut, to make
frozen, packaged meals that can
be taken home, saved and microwaved.
Catering offers the most leftovers on Mondays and Tuesdays —
remains of Griz tailgating events.
“We try to compost as much
food as possible anyway, but catering events can be difficult because
they’re remote,” said Finch.
Because the food is left over,
safety standards are stringent. Ascuitto measures the temperature
of everything he collects, ensuring
that nothing is warmer than 50 degrees. The only exception he makes
is for recently cooked food, like the
breakfast potatoes he often gets
from the Food Zoo that he picks up
around 11:30a.m.
“We still take everything, but
when we investigate it, when we
look at it, we make that determination if it’s been touched,” Ascuitto

NEWS
said. “Would I eat this? It’s a rule of
thumb.”
Food safety and liability are
often concerns for current and potential donors. However, they are
covered by the Bill Emerson Good
Samaritan Act of 1996 and Montana’s Good Samaritan Law, which
offers “immunity of persons donating food for free distribution.” This
means that even if the food they
donate is not good, or even if someone gets sick after eating something
donated, the donor is not legally or
financially responsible.
Because the burden of responsibility is with Food Circle, “I want
to control every piece of food that’s
coming that’s prepared,” Dodge
said.
Once the food is back at the
Food Bank on South Third Street
and Myrtle Street, it is immediately refrigerated or frozen until
volunteers come to repackage it in
cardboard boxes with plastic wrap
heat-sealed over it.
“When something comes, we
put them in these boxes, slap a label on them and freeze them,” said
Food Bank volunteer, Kory Bleak.
The Food Bank is organized like
a small grocery store, with aisles
and a freezer section for milk, meat
and these frozen meals. Depend-
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Stephanie Parker for the Montana Kaimin
Gregg Asciutto records and loads leftover potatoes from the Food Zoo. Food Circle is a food recovery organization that takes donated food from local businesses and gives it to the Missoula Food Bank.

ing on the size of their household,
they give people at least three days’
worth of food.
The boxed meals made with

UM food are in the freezer aisle,
and are good for over a year.
“The stuff that comes out of dining and catering is good quality,”

Dodge said. “We’ve got some very
good people looking out for our
food and our clients.”

stephanie.parker@umontana.edu

Hardcore Parkour

WORD OF MOUTH
Dustin Askim
KBGA
It started in a basement four
years ago. A worn loveseat,
weathered coffee table and limp
punching bag were the accomplices in starting a revolution
of sorts. Michael Graef and his
Hellgate High School buddies
jumped, spun and rolled over
homemade obstacle courses they
created with these supplies for
hours.
“We outgrew it kind of fast,”
Graef said. “That’s when my dad
showed me a video and we took
it to the park by our house.”
Graef, 18, is the co-owner
of Unparalleled Movement —
Missoula’s only parkour and
freerunning group. After a few
basement sessions, Graef and
fellow owner Kent Johns became
bored. They expanded, pushing
their limits. After studying YouTube videos, they began to take
the sport to levels they didn’t
think they could reach.
“We tried just doing different

Missoula parkour/freerunning group
vaults and going over fences and
picnic tables and stuff,” Graef
said with a chuckle. “We didn’t
go upside down for over a year.”
Unparalleled
Movement
is one of three parkour and
freerunning groups in Montana.
Graef says freerunning focuses on the grace and beauty of
movement, while parkour is basically the goal of getting from
point A to point B as efficiently
as possible. The 11-person core
team trains, makes videos and
participates in competitions
in the Northwest. Graef and
Johns are certified by the World
Freerunning Parkour Federation
in Coeur D’Alene, Idaho, to teach
anyone, and their gym is usually
open at least 10 hours each day.
There are classes aimed to challenge every age group and skill
level.
“It’s a lot of training — some
people click with it really quickly,” said Johns, who placed seventh at a national competition
last summer. “And others, it
takes them quite a while to learn,

but it’s definitely one of those
things that anyone can pick up.”
At 11 a.m. on a Wednesday,
the echoes of kids giggling fills
the air at a warehouse on Commerce Street. Half of the warehouse is home to Bitterroot
Gymnastics, while they rent the
side bordering the rail yard. A
divider splits through the middle of headquarters, right on
the edge of the foam pit filled
with guts of old mattresses and
packaging cushions. There’s a
jet-black floor trampoline, a set
of behemoth-sized monkey bars
and a variety of wooden, graffiti-covered boxes that serve as
obstacles.
Johns, 18, says Unparalleled
Movement started in fall 2010 in
order to provide a way to share
this obscure urban sport they
live for with the masses.
“We wanted to create something that gives people the opportunity to learn in a faster and
safer manner,” he said.
The coffee table and couch
have gone untouched for years

now, because Johns and his
group are doing backflip 720s
and front flipping over 10-foot
gaps. The group recently finalized a sponsorship deal with
Victory — an energy drink company based in Missoula. As their
abilities have evolved, so has the
sport’s popularity as more contests pop up all over the country each year. The contest rules
are foggy because of the wide
variety of ways to move on, or
around, urban obstacles. Most
contests only allow the participants to jump or spin off of certain objects, while having to incorporate select obstacles.
“You just have to be smart and
know your body. It’s timed, it’s
speedy — so that’s what you’re
trying to do,” Johns said.
Shirts that bear their motto

“Movement Runs Me” are seen
all over Missoula. They can’t remember how many hundreds
they have sold. And as the motto
summarizes, whether it’s parkour, yoga or boxing — their
mission is to appreciate any
form of movement as an artistic
expression. Graef is a certified
black belt in taekwondo and is
also in the rap group Lyrical
Motion. Carson Pollington — a
student at UM and a member of
the core team — has integrated
experience from gymnastics into
freerunning.
“Some of the things cross over
— like basic tricks and flipping
abilities,” he said. “But learning
to do this stuff on concrete rather than mats . . . it’s a big thing.”
dustin.askim@umontana.edu

Tune into KBGA’s news show at 5 p.m. on Tuesdays.
This week’s theme of movement includes stories on
world-class triathletes, expertise on a forthcoming
comet and much more! What moves you? Check out
89.9 FM to see what Missoulians said.
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Preparing for the Big Sky

Athletic staff makes room to host championship, 14 conference teams
Grady Higgins
Montana Kaimin
With the University of
Montana hosting both the
men and women’s basketball
conference tournaments this
week, Chuck Maes, associate
athletic director of internal
operations, and his staff are
coordinating both events simultaneously.
Maes will be primarily in
charge of the men’s tournament while senior associate
athletic director Jean Gee will
coordinate the women’s tournament.
“I’ll technically be in
charge of coordinating both
events, but it will be great
to have Jean focusing on the
women’s tournament because
if there are problems we’ll
have someone on each side be
able to fix it,” Maes said.
Hosting both tournaments
means 14 teams will converge
on the Adams Center this
week, with the men’s teams arriving Tuesday and the women

TOURNAMENTS
From page 1
them with several advantages in
the tournament.
“They get to stay home and get
to play in front of their own fans,
sleep in their own beds, not have
to travel, be in class — all those
things that are great about being
at home,” Haslam said. “It’s just a
great reward for the student-ath-

Wednesday. Maes said finding
space for everyone to prepare
for the games is going to be the
biggest challenge.
“Practice times are going
to be crazy,” Maes said. “By
noon (Tuesday), I’m sure I’ll
have to step back and take a
deep breath. And not only
do we have to find times for
people to practice in the west
auxiliary gym, but we need to
set up conference rooms for
team meetings and the media,
so there are a lot of logistics
that go into this process.”
Maes said he and staff have
been planning this contingency for about a month.
“We knew that it was a
strong possibility for a while,
so we knew we had to start
getting a plan ready well in
advance,” Maes said. “Otherwise, it would have been too
overwhelming to put things
together if we waited for it to
be official.”
Maes also said it is not just
the basketball teams that have
to sacrifice their locker rooms

and practice spaces this week,
but a lot of other sports as well.
“We’ll have to displace
many of the teams from their
locker rooms this week because you obviously have to
use every space that you can,”
he said. “It’s not just the basketball teams that are affected either, because we have
to kick out the football, track
and volleyball teams as well.
Every team here essentially
has to make that sacrifice for
this to work.”
Maes, who has been at UM
since 1988, has experience with
coordinating two tournaments.
The Griz hosted both men’s
and women’s tournaments in
2000. He said the biggest thing
that will make the tournament a success for him and his
crew will be selling as many
all-session passes as possible.
He referenced the 2000 tournament when the men lost in
the semifinals, which caused
ticket sales to plummet for the
remaining games.
“As we learned in 2000,

letes who have played so hard
during the year.”
Haslam also said hosting the
tournaments will give the University a chance to shine on the
national stage.
“It allows us to showcase our
arena and our fans and our community to the entire conference
and also to a national television
audience when the men play on
Saturday night,” Haslam said.

The men secured the top seed
by posting a 19-1 conference record (23-6 overall). They won their
final four regular season games to
fend off the surging Weber State
Wildcats (24-5 overall, 18-2 BSC),
who beat the Griz 87-63 Feb. 14.
Montana will be without leading scorer Mathias Ward, who is
out for the rest of the season after
undergoing foot surgery March
6. Junior college transfer Spencer
Coleman has replaced Ward in
the starting lineup and is averaging 11.5 points and 7.0 rebounds
during UM’s four-game winning streak.
On the women’s side, the
Lady Griz finished with a 16-4
conference record (22-7 overall) to earn tournament hosting
rights. Despite their strong play,
they enter the tournament on a
sour note after losing their final
regular season game. The Lady
Griz fell to Sacramento State 8071 on Saturday.

PISSED?

PLEASED?

PETRIFIED?
Write a letter.
Please email letters of 300 words or
fewer to opinion@montanakaimin.com,
or drop them off in Don Anderson Hall
208. Please include a phone number.
Letters are printed on Thursdays.

austin1.green@umontana.edu
@AustinAGreen

if you don’t sell a bunch of
all-session passes, then you’re
going to be on the hook for
a lot of money,” Maes said.
“I don’t expect it to be a big
problem, however, because
we have a very loyal fan base
here that expects their team to
win, so they like having that
insurance that they will be
able to see all of the games.”
All-session passes are $15
for students and $30 for adults
for either the men’s or women’s tournaments, and a package is available for both tournaments at a discounted rate.
Single-session tickets will
go on sale at noon Tuesday for
women’s games and Wednesday at the same time for the
men. Student tickets are $5 for
a single game.
Maes said he encourages students to buy single game tickets
or try to arrive early for the Grizzlies’ games because the first
1,000 students get in free.
“It will save students about
$10 to wait because they will
be able to get in for free for

the Grizzlies’ games if they
are one of the first 1,000 students,” Maes said. “But we encourage people who want to
watch all the games to do so if
they want.”
The women’s tournament
kicks off Wednesday with
quarterfinal games at 3, 5:30
and 8 p.m. The Lady Griz will
face the lowest remaining
seed Friday at 1:30 p.m.
Men’s quarterfinals are
Thursday at the same times
as the Wednesday games. The
Griz men face the lowest remaining seed at 8 p.m. Friday.
grady.higgins@umontana.edu
@GradyHiggins
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Austin Smith/Montana Kaimin
Austin Emry practices his long jump during practice Feb. 19, 2013, in the
West Auxillary Gym.

EMRY
From page 1
The next day, he competed
in the 60-meter hurdles, arguably his best event, where he
earned a third place finish,
gaining 939 points for his
8.17-second time. However,
his heptathlon score suffered
again from his last place finish in the pole vault, the event
that he missed three straight
times at the Big Sky Conference Championships — spoiling his chances at an individ-

ual conference championship.
Head coach Brian Schweyen said Emry could have
easily cleared 13 feet but he
didn’t throw the pole back far
enough and it knocked the
bar down.
“His pole vault was fine,”
Schweyen said. “His (personal record) is 15-1. He could
have gone 16-feet-5-inches in
the pole vault and still only
moved up to 10th.”
Emry is still looking to improve.
“My other events are com-

ing along just as well as I need
them to be and really that pole
is my weak link,” said Emry,
who started pole vaulting
about three years ago. “You
look at the other guys in the
nation and you can tell that
they’ve been pole vaulting for
years and years — a lot longer
than I have.”
Arkansas junior Kevin
Lazas, whose team seized the
men’s title from three-time
defending national champion
University of Florida, won the
individual national title in the
heptathlon with 6,017 points.
Meanwhile, Montana State senior and Big Sky Conference
Champion Jeff Mohl finished
with 5,589 points, edging
Emry for 11th.
Schweyen said Emry performed solidly across the
board and the national meet
exposure should help the decathlete come spring season.
“I would have liked to see
some (personal records) come
out of this meet, but he was
really solid across the board,”
he said. “There was nothing
that stood out, but nothing really awful either.”
Emry said he was happy
overall about his performance
but not satisfied. He added
that the experience of competing on a national level should
help his confidence moving
forward into outdoor season.
“The biggest thing I learned
is that my abilities are just as
good as theirs,” said Emry of
the other national championship athletes. “Going into outdoor season my confidence is
better than ever.”
Emry and the rest of the
UM’s track and field squad
will start the 2013 outdoor
season at home with the annual Al Manuel Invitational at
Dornblaser Field March 29-30.
austin.schempp@umontana.edu
@austinschempp
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Andy Bixler
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MEN’S BASKETBALL
Montana’s men’s basketball
team won its game against Northern Arizona University on Senior
Night on Saturday, defeating the
Lumberjacks 63-50.
The win gave the Griz backto-back Big Sky Conference regular-season titles. Montana finished
with a 23-6 (19-1 BSC) record, and
the rights to host the conference
tournament, which starts Thursday
at Dahlberg Arena.
Senior Will Cherry, who had
missed the last three games with
an injured foot, returned to start
his last regular season home game
as a Grizzly. Cherry led Montana
in scoring, putting up 14 points
on 4-of-8 shooting. Junior Kareem
Jamar also reached double digits,
with 14 points to go along with five
assists. Monday, Jamar was awarded Big Sky Player of the Week and
Big Sky MVP.
As host, Montana earned a bye
into the semifinals Friday night.

Montana’s next match is in
two weeks when they travel
to California to take on Sacramento State.

GOLF
Montana’s golf team traveled to
Rio Verde, Ariz., to compete in the
Rio Verde Invitational, where they
took 11th out of 17.
The tournament was originally
scheduled to go three days, but the
first day rained out.
Saturday, Montana shot 312,
good for 14th place. Junior Lindsey
Reeve shot a 74 to lead the team,
while senior Olivia Weber shot 81.
Sunday, Montana shaved seven
strokes off the previous day’s score,
coming in as a group at 305 for a
two-day total of 617. Reeve again
played well, shooting 76, which was
matched by Weber and freshman
Hayley Bingham. Freshman Phoebe Tan, who posted an 87 on Saturday, shot 77 Sunday.
Northern Arizona won the tournament. Next weekend, Montana
will travel to Utah to compete in the
BYU Invitational.

WOMEN’S TENNIS

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

The women’s tennis team
went .500 last weekend, losing
to the University of Portland
4-3 on Friday and then beating
conference rival Portland State
7-0 on Saturday.
Saturday’s win brought
Montana’s conference record to
4-0, which is two games ahead
of Sacramento State (2-0) for the
conference lead.
Saturday, the only close
match for the Griz came at
the No. 1 singles spot, where
Montana’s Heather Davidson
needed a tiebreaker and an extended set to defeat PSU’s Marina Todd 7-6 (4), 7-5. The rest
of the matches were dominated
by Montana, including two 6-0
sweeps by sophomore Precious
Gbadamosi and sophomore Sasha Carter.

The Lady Griz lost 80-71 loss Saturday at the hands of Sacramento
State in their last regular-season
contest.
However, the Lady Griz (22-7,
16-4 BSC) had already clinched
tournament-hosting rights by winning the regular-season crown
when they beat Northern Arizona
on the road last Thursday.
Senior Kenzie De Boer, who
scored 18 and pulled down six rebounds for the Lady Griz, led Montana. In all, four Montana players
were in double-digits scoring, and
senior Katie Baker pulled down 11
rebounds.
Sacramento State got a huge
effort off the bench from Natasha
Torgerson, who scored 22 points on
7-for-14 shooting, to go along with
Alle Moreno’s 17.
andrew.bixler@umontana.edu

@ambixler3
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Budget discussion dominates Capitol

LEGISLATIVE ROUND UP
Amy R. Sisk
Community News Service
HELENA – A panel of lawmakers is set to vote on the best way to
spend the state’s budget of more
than $9 billion over the next two
years.
“I think that we’ve made great
progress,” Dan Villa, the governor’s
budget director, told the House Appropriations Committee last week.
“I don’t think I’ve ever seen an executive and legislative branch be this
close this quickly in the process.”
At the moment, the governor’s
requested budget and House Bill
2, the Republican-led appropriation
subcommittee’s proposal, differ by
about 1 percent.
The money in HB2 comes from
many sources, including $3.6 billion
from the state’s discretionary cashbox — the general fund. It does not

include all spending, though. Such
things as potential raises for state
employees or money to fund construction projects at colleges across
Montana are contained in other bills.
There’s still plenty of opportunity to
make changes, and the budget isn’t
likely to be adopted until the session’s end. Meanwhile, expect debates over restoring federal money
to family planning programs and
additional funding for a universal
enrollment system and improved
veterans’ services on college campuses.
After clearing the appropriations committee, HB2 goes to the
House floor. The budget must then
pass the Senate before reaching the
governor’s desk for his signature.
Here’s a look back at other highlights from the ninth week of the
Legislature:

HEALTH CARE
A bill to create a health care da-

tabase has passed an initial vote in
the House.
The House last week endorsed
House Bill 489, sponsored by House
Minority Leader Chuck Hunter, DHelena, on a 54-46 vote. The measure was referred to a committee
for further study before returning
to the floor for a final vote.
Hunter said his bill would provide transparency regarding health
care costs and could even result in
lower prices. The database would
collect claims information and other data determined by a board of
directors.
Legislators who voted against
the measure cited privacy concerns
over data collection and suggested
that private businesses are best
equipped to create the database, not
the government.
Lawmakers in the Senate Public
Health, Welfare and Safety Committee also heard testimony on another health care measure. House

Bill 280, sponsored by Rep. Cary
Smith, R-Billings, would allow outof-state health insurance providers
to offer coverage in Montana.
Smith argued that the bill would
reduce health care costs and give
individuals greater flexibility in
choosing insurance plans that meet
their needs. He said the state requires that insurance policies cover
a number of services like certain
cancer screenings or autism treatments, which might not apply to everyone with that plan. Those people
should have other options, he said.
Opponents from the Montana
Nurses Association argued that by
allowing people to choose plans
without those state-imposed mandates, the Legislature is effectively
removing provisions it had already
deemed necessary for quality care.
The Montana Women’s Lobby
said that could open the floodgates
to unequal coverage of men and
women.

PARKS AND REC
The state’s Fish, Wildlife and
Parks Commission oversees
Montana’s parks and recreation
areas, but that could change
under a bill before the Senate
Natural Resources Committee.
House Bill 24, sponsored by
Rep. Duane Ankney, R-Colstrip, would establish a separate five-person state parks
and recreation board. Ankney
said bison and wolf management take up most of the commission’s time, and a separate
board could better address
parks and recreation issues.
One person spoke in opposition to the bill, citing concern
over the availability of money
to fund a separate board.
amy.sisk@umontana.edu
@amyrsisk

Federal funds for health care clinics rejected
Katheryn Houghton
Montana Kaimin
Republicans in Helena rejected
an attempt to restore $4.6 million
in federal family-planning funds to
health clinics Monday, according to
the Associated Press.
The proposed funding was out
of $10 billion in state and federal
money. Some of the finances would
have gone to Planned Parenthood.
The Republican-led House Appropriations Committee’s rejection
of Democratic Rep. Kim Dudik’s
motion highlights an ongoing debate in Helena: whether taxpayer
money should fund organizations
that perform abortions.
“We need to stop playing poliThe Kaimin assumes no responsibility
for advertisements which are placed in
the Kiosk. We urge all readers to use
their best judgement and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying
out any money.

LOST & FOUND
Wireless keyboard found in CHC
medical lobby on 2/13/13 call to
identify 243-4330
ENTERTAINMENT
Color Me Rad is coming to
Missoula on May 4th! Family
friendly, all ages event! Volunteer
opportunities also available,
e-mail volunteer@zootownarts.
org. Register today!		

montanakaimin
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tics with women’s lives,” said Bryce
Bennett, D-Missoula. “That money
goes to making sure that women
are able to have cancer screenings
and making sure that their health
care is taken care of no matter age or
financial ability.”
Bennett said Montanan women’s lives are being put in danger
by not giving funds from the major
state spending bill, House Bill 2. The
committee voted 11-10 against the
motion.
Mahkia Clark, vice president of
UM College Republicans and sophomore at the University, said the rejection of the proposal was a smart
move by Republican legislators.
“I feel like the $4.6 million would
be better allocated to other uses
such as our increasing daily nation-

al debt,” Clark said.
Clark also said that she was
against abortion and felt federal
funding should not go toward organizations offering the service.
HB2 will go to the floor later this
month for legislators to decide how
90 percent of the state’s money to
spend. Most state appropriations
are effective for two years, until the
Legislature meets again.
Bennett said while he didn’t
know when the funding would be
reconsidered, it won’t become a discussion left in the past.
“We will be relentless in advocating that money get back into the
budget,” said Bennett. “It will be
pushed for again, and again and
again until it happens.”
Hannah Reagan, a volunteer

kiosk

organizer for Forward Montana,
said the center of the debate over
the bill — funding abortion — isn’t
even central to the services offered
at Planned Parenthood.
“So many people in government
are adamant about cutting funding
to Planned Parenthood,” Reagan
said. “They don’t look at the positive
sides of an organization that works
hard to maintain healthy communities, families and individuals.”
Reagan has supported Planned
Parenthood since her mom worked
there when she was growing up.
She said most people don’t speak up
until a bill has already been passed.
“I think it’s really awful that the
rally for support always comes after cutting funding,” Reagan said.
“That has disastrous effects all

throughout the state that reaches
further than a women not being
able to get her birth control.”
Democrats have said most of the
money would have gone to county
health clinics that don’t offer abortion services.
Rep. Austin Knudsen, R-Culbertson, said it was important to look
at the dispute behind the bill logistically.
“I think a large majority of the
Republican caucus would not have
voted for the bill,” he said, adding
that the conversation on abortion is
always a part of it. “ Whether federal
funding may or may not be used for
abortion services is obviously what
it came down to.”

RATES

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week.
Prepayment is required. Ads may be
placed at DAH 207 or via FAX: 2435475, email: ads@montanakaimin.com
or call 243-6541.
Lost and found ads may be placed in
the Kiosk free of charge. They can be 3
lines long and run for 3 days.

Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.40 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$1.50 per 5-word line/day

KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED
House person wanted, kitchen
and dining room duty; Kappa
Kappa Gamma 719-650-8418
PERSONALS
Plenty of teeth cleaning
appointments available at Curry
Health Center Dental Clinic. Call
us at 243-5445.			

PSA
2013 Montana Clean Air Fair.
Saturday, July 20, 9am - 4 pm.
Visit www.montanarenewables.
org/fair.phps for more
information.
SERVICES
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Voted
best of Missoula 2012. Student
discounts! 136 E Broadway
Computer Central 542-6540

MISCELLANEOUS
School of Extended & Lifelong
Learning: Register for Summer
2013 Semester - 4 day weeks,
3 day weekends! Visit umt.
edu/summer for a chance to
win a $500 summer semester
scholarship!

katheryn.houghton@umontana.edu

TODAY IN HISTORY
1969 - Paul McCartney marries
Linda Louise Eastman in London
1987 - “Les Miserables” opens
at Broadway/Imperial New York
City for 4000+ performances
1994 - Church of England ordains
1st 33 women priests
SONG OF THE DAY
Clair de Lune - Flight Facilities
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